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ABSTRACT
Interaction programming bridges the gap between interaction design and programming, but it has not yet been related
directly to mainstream user interface development practice.
This paper presents UI model discovery tools to enable existing systems and traditional development processes to benefit from interaction programming tools and methods; in
particular, to enable checking of safety-critical interaction
properties, and to contribute to due diligence practices in
safety-critical interactive systems design.
“To kill an error is as good a service as, and
sometimes even better than, the establishing of a
new fact.” Charles Darwin, 1809–1882.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [User interfaces (D.2.2, H.1.2, I.3.6)]: Theory
and methods.

General Terms
Design, Human Factors, Verification.

Keywords
Discovery tools; interaction programming; model checking.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Interactive systems often have design defects that cause
users problems. It is very difficult to eliminate such defects
because they are impractical to find using conventional usability evaluation methods. For example, detecting a bug in
parsing numeric input requires a potentially vast amount of
user testing to identify the defect, as well as maintained attention to notice a defect amongst many boring non-defect
cases. Defects remain in interactive systems because the
costs of finding and fixing defects are too high compared
to the benefits, and because politically many design defects
can be re-presented as user problems: users “should have
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known or been trained how to use the device,” rather than
“the device should have been designed so that it was easy to
use.”
This paper presents a simple but effective technique to
help improve the design of interactive systems, specifically
the programming of interactive systems. The approach could
form part of the due diligence procedures of safety-critical
device manufacturers or of procurement. The approach is
a light-weight formal method — it is trivial (it is inspired
by decade-old formal methods [4]) — but it is intended to
be effective, to help detect and manage usability defects in
practical environments. We provide some evidence in this
paper that even this light-weight approach could be very
beneficial, not least because of its accessibility to system
programmers.
Thimbleby [16] shows that even simple interactive systems
are too complex for user evaluation to be able to evaluate
and check reliably. A typical interactive device will have
thousands or more states, and there is simply not enough
time for a human to check every state, and that every transition in every state behaves as intended; moreover, even
if there was time, fatigue and lack of concentration would
ensure that overlooking defects was likely. Thus other methods, not relying on human participants, also have to be used
to ensure quality interactive systems. Either there must be
processes that generate dependable systems, or there must
be processes that reliably analyze systems to identify defects
and drive improvements. It is only necessary to be more reliable or to identify different types of defects than user or
expert evaluation to contribute to improving designs.
Most processes adequate to help design dependable safetycritical interactive systems have many disadvantages: they
are embedded in platform-specific, often proprietary, tools;
they require programmers to learn new languages; they are
not compatible with legacy systems . . . and so on. Worse,
rigorous development processes almost all require some mathematical maturity in developers, and this in itself limits their
use. There are some promising research projects in this area
(e.g., [13]), but there are no off-the-shelf solutions for “ordinary” developers. For the foreseeable future, developers are
going to continue building interactive systems using familiar
tools, imprecise programming languages, complex interaction libraries, and under time pressures and hardware and
other constraints that limit their choices and the opportunities to invest in improved processes.
For the time being, then, finding and fixing user interface
defects has to be done by working with conventional inter-

active programs that were developed using conventional development processes. User interface code is typically messy,
involving complex and generally ill-defined APIs. One approach would be to mine from the existing program (or program under development) a specification that could have
been used if the program had been developed rigorously.
We call such an approach a “user interface model discovery method,” for it discovers the user interface model from
a working system. One then performs conventional model
checking on the discovered model, to test safety and other
design requirements. Since a tool is used to automatically
find the user interface model, it is straightforward to repeatedly re-discover the user interface model and repeatedly
check it satisfies requirements as the program design is iterated or otherwise drifts. In contrast, conventional formal
methods invest a lot prior to implementation and thus significantly increase the cost of iterative design: it is tempting
either not to iterate (perhaps not even to evaluate the user
interface empirically), or to iterate but ignore the obligation
to repeat the formal methods. Often evaluation leads to
undertaking important modifications but which are not followed up formally, and soon the system contains unknown
defects.
Press On: Principles of Interaction programming [15] is
a recent book that summarizes problems with user interface
design, provides a programming framework for analyzing interactive systems and avoiding interaction problems, and finally summarizes wider issues: going from programming to
facing the real complexities of user requirements in the real
world. In safety-critical user interfaces, such as interactive
medical devices, there is a great need for better interaction programming, as user problems with devices has been
widely implicated in adverse clinical outcomes. Although it
provides a UI framework, Press On does not overcome the
problems listed above, the discovery method introduced in
this paper links conventional development techniques with
the advantages of interaction programming, as elaborated
in Press On. Since the manufacturer must anyway produce
a working program, existing design processes and methods
may be retained. One gains the advantages and insights of
the Press On framework without any drawbacks. Indeed,
the framework itself could be hidden from developers.
We have built some user interface model discovery tools
that automatically construct rigorous models automatically;
they achieve this by effectively simulating a user in software,
followed by a stochastic confirmation that the model is accurate enough. We check the models using a flexible, lightweight form of model checking. The method is well-within
the reach of typical device programmers.
The proposed method must be seen in the context of Reason’s “swiss cheese model” [14]: user interface model discovery tools are a new slice of cheese, one more amongst many;
they are a defense against errors, but they are not the only
defense that should form part of the development process.
In the future one imagines a discovery tool presenting a developer with a menu to select relevant properties to check,
analyze, or audit, or to confirm that properties lie within
a specific range of values. Regulatory agencies may then
use discovery to test conformance to appropriate standards;
manufacturers may use it in due diligence.
Jackson [9] introduces the small model hypothesis, which
is clearly relevant in the present context: like him, we believe
that small models quickly identify important design faults;

indeed in user interfaces if a very large model is required,
then a user evaluation method is very unlikely to encounter
defects either.
The discovery approach works with existing interactive
programs, and is of particular importance for safety-critical
interfaces; it is however not well-suited to “continuous” interaction (such as gestures or speech), although it can handle
the discrete UI features (such as menu choices) managing
continuous interaction.
A conventional way to build quality software is to specify
systems formally, prove specifications satisfy requirements,
then rigorously derive working implementations. However,
as a working system influences user behavior, requirements
cannot be known until users have experience with one. Iterative design is the preferred way to build interactive systems,
but changing a specification and re-deriving a program are
too tedious and error-prone to do repeatedly, so systems
drift from their specifications. Soon, many details of user
interfaces become unknown, and systems delivered to users
likely have latent defects that lie undetected indefinitely.
Drift can be addressed through source code analysis [5],
where an abstract model is derived from the program. This
gives many of the advantages of conventional formal software
development, with the benefit of determining properties of
the actual program being used. However, modern user interfaces are programmed in complex ways (e.g., using events,
listeners, delegates, modes, etc) and source code analysis is
impractical, abstracts user interaction, or relies on assumptions (e.g., that Java Swing is used). Typically much of the
UI detail is implemented in libraries for which source code
may not be available anyway. Another approach is to program in a more formal way: for example, to use a finite state
virtual machine as a Java Swing API [1].
Cognitive methods [10], while addressing important complementary design criteria, have analogous problems to formal software engineering methods.
UI model discovery tools are related to previous work,
particularly so-called UI ripping, which has been used for
office applications [11] and Ajax web sites [12]; Vaquita [2]
uses similar techniques to reverse engineer a web site with
a view to porting it to another platform. There is a good
review in [13] (which introduces IVY, a source code analysis
approach), and on the Vaquita web site [19]. Ripping can
quickly locate major defects (e.g., if the ripping fails) but
the idea in the present paper is to discover models to analyze detailed UI structures from the actual programs that
are being deployed. We do not have space to discuss the
background to the area further, but see QuickCheck [3] for
a related system and review.

2.

THE PRESS ON FRAMEWORK

No production interactive systems have been designed using the Press On framework: the framework is too recent,
and systems continue being implemented with existing tools.
There is no easy transition from current methods to better
methods, because of the amount of legacy and investment in
existing code. It is usually going to be easier to make incremental changes to a system than to adopt a new approach,
a potentially costly decision that involves refactoring, unless
it is an approach that has large benefits and low adoption
cost — such as model discovery tools.
Press On represents UIs as finite state machines, and uses
the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) to serialise them.

JSON is designed to represent objects in a well-defined, readable and portable way. In Press On, JSON represents state
machine transition matrices explicitly, and though this has
the advantage of making analysis straightforward, it makes
complex interactive systems too large to manage by hand.
Apart from explaining the techniques in the book, the real
point of the framework is to analyze the models, so their
actual size is largely immaterial. The approach used in this
paper is compatible with the Press On framework, but it
does not rely on it; alternatives notations include SCXML
and usiXML. Indeed there is no requirement for user interface models ever to be represented explicitly, however if one
is then it can be analyzed more easily — but if it is represented in the Press On JSON framework, then all of the UI
analysis tools from Press On become immediately applicable. The convenient availability of this analysis is one of the
advantages of the approach.

3.

DISCOVERING AND CHECKING
A UI SPECIFICATION
What we wish to do includes:
• Generate models automatically, so that they can be
easily re-generated when the device program is modified, for instance through iterative design.
• Formalize the properties we wish to check, so that
properties such as inconsistent button use can be detected.
• Check models automatically against pre-programmed
rules, so that properties can be easily re-checked when
programs are iterated.
• Validate the model against the device up to some criteria (because, as we shall see, obtaining a sound model
is an uncertain process).
• To be “light-weight formal methods” — to package the
approach in a technology familiar to typical programmers.

We have developed an API where the programmer declares the user operations (such as button press events) and
invokes a discovery process by calling a function. The discovery process is dynamic: it effectively runs the device to
explore it. (A developer may choose to switch off real-world
side-effects during the discovery process.) Currently the process creates an explicit-state device specification.
Obtaining a UI model from a program is theoretically
hard, sometimes intractable, particularly if we do not require developers to make concessions in the way the program
is written. However, if a discovery tool cannot reliably determine a UI model, then the system being developed must
be very hard for a user to understand. Since the point is to
make better UIs, using discovery tools can only help improve
design!
The discovery process uses a collection of callback functions and options to make the approach efficient and robust.
A user, or an expert evaluating a user interface, can only
press buttons on a device and see what happens. A UI discovery process works essentially the same way, but systematically explores the device. The discovery process only requires a software interface to “press buttons” and to track the
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Figure 1: Illustration of the bottom two rows of the
keypad on the Abbott ai mplus. Note the combined
decimal point/up arrow button, and the close proximity of the decimal point and zero.

state of the device. In simple cases it is possible to discover
the UI model simply by using a standard state space search
algorithm, such as breadth-first search. Problems may arise
if the device cannot undertake arbitrary state transitions,
and then the state space search has to use “undo” and other
standard features to explore the state space exactly as a
user would have to. Note that one is typically interested in
a submodel, so the entire device need not be explored; for example, the number entry models shown later in this paper
are only concerned with number entry, and other features
have been abstracted away. In other words, in discovering
these models, the discovery process ignores user actions that
take the search away from the defined subset of states.
Having discovered a UI model, it is important to check
that it is valid (the device might have hidden modes or timeouts). In principle a device could have any number of modes
and might be deceptive. It is therefore generally only possible to check a model is valid in a probabilistic sense. In
our work to date, we have constructed models that are explicit state transition graphs, sets of edges uva , that a device
transitions from state u to v when action a occurs in state
u. To check these, we randomly shuffle the edges, pick an
edge uva , transition the device to state u, perform action
a, and check the device terminates in state v. This process
is repeated until at least every edge has been checked. (Alternatively if it is not possible to transition to an arbitrary
state u, in the current state c, we pick a random edge cva .)
Since edges are chosen in a random order, and unlikely in
the same order as the model was discovered, this checking is
likely to reveal hidden modes — if any — that the discovery
process ignored.
Discovering a UI model requires some sort of software access to the device being analyzed. Interestingly any webstandard conformant program written with DHTML and
Javascript can be run in frames and the document object
model of the device is then open to inspection. Using this
technique we have discovered and analyzed models from the
calculator introduced in [17]. We discuss this approach in
more detail below, after some introductory examples.

4.

MOTIVATING EXAMPLES

Interactive drug delivery systems have user interface defects (which clearly were not detected by manufacturers)
that cause hazards. Identifying and fixing such defects will
lead to saving lives. The US Institute of Medicine of the National Academies (IOM) reports more than 7, 000 deaths a
year due to medication errors The US FDA (Food and Drug
Administration) recommends the Canadian Institute of Safe

1 SELECT mg/mL
2 SELECT µg/mL
3 SELECT ml

(a) Menu with three options for continuous infusion. User should key 1, 2, or
3 to select an option. Screen (b) shows
help menu displayed if HELP is pressed;
screen (c) shows the dose entry screen
if 3 is pressed.

RATE
5.0mL/hr
CONTAINER SIZE
0.5 mL
USE ↑↓ FOR MORE
(d) Review screen. The confirmation
simply confirms the same numbers as
entered.

SELECT UNITS OR
CONCENTRATIONS
0.1-1000.0 mg/mL
1 -1000
µg/mL
(b) Help menu invoked from screen (a)
does not show details of third (mL) option.

0.0mL INFUSED
RATE
1.0mL/hr
PRESS START
TO INFUSE
(e) Screen shown at start of an infusion.
Pump does not ask about priming.

SET RATE
0.0 mL/hr
ENTER WHEN DONE
(c) Option 3 (mL) selected from screen
(a) actually asks for mL/hr. (Options
1 and 2 ask for mg/mL and µg/mL respectively.)

ERROR DETECTED
9-NOT PUMPING
PRESS START
TO RE-TRY
(f) Error message. HELP does not
work in this screen; a user must refer
to the operator’s manual for details of
the error.

Figure 2: Screen designs from the Abbott ai mplus pump. The screens (a)–(f ) are in order of a possible
sequence of user actions, but not all steps are shown: for example, from screen (c) the user will enter a dose
(5 mL in this example) and other data, then the review screen (d) is shown, but the user has to review all
data before the pump proceeds to screen (e). Screen (f ) will only appear if there is a problem detected after
an infusion starts — though note that it does not define what error 9 means.
Medication Practices (ISMP) guidelines [8], which say
“The abbreviations, symbols, and dose designations
found in this table have been reported to ISMP
through the USP-ISMP Medication Error
Reporting Program as being frequently
misinterpreted and involved in harmful medication
errors. They should NEVER be used when
communicating medical information.”
The guidelines state, for example, that it is bad practice
to enter drug doses in the form .5 gm or 5.0 gm, because
the decimal point may be misread (the patient then gets
doses of 5 or 50, in error by a factor of ten). Despite the
multinational prominence of such rules, few if any interactive
devices enforce them [17]. Avoiding decimal point problems
is a clear and simple application of UI model discovery, as
we shall see below. The example also contrasts the contribution of UI model discovery to conventional user evaluation
methods, where it is not feasible to ensure correct decimal
point handling because there are far too many cases to consider. Every number — and every possible error — needs
checking, and this check is ideal for automation.
The Abbott aimplus is a typical portable infusion pump, a
drug delivery device designed for use by nurses and patients
to deliver drugs at controlled rates over a period of time. Its
user interface consists of a numeric keypad, various buttons
such as HELP , and a multiline LCD panel (see figure 1 for an
illustration of part of the keypad, and figure 2 for example
screen shots). The ISMP has published a substantial root
cause analysis of a fatality involving this pump [7], which
includes human factors studies of the device, confirming the
device has defects as described in this paper. The device is in
widespread use, and will have passed appropriate regulatory
approvals such as from the US FDA. Any defects in its

design may therefore be considered representative of this
type of device.
Figure 1 is an example of an ergonomic defect in its design: it breaks the ISMP rule, “Several tenfold dosing errors caused by close proximity of the “zero” and “decimal
point” keys have been reported. In each case the nurse inadvertently pressed the zero instead of the decimal point
key when programming the dose.” [6]. This sort of defect
can obviously be found by straight forward inspection — in
this case, just by looking at the keypad — and an expert
evaluation would be an ideal process to find it. In contrast,
programming defects are much harder to find and require
systematic searching. For example, figure 3 was devised by
hand by exploring a small part of the aimplus’s user interface. Four states had to be tracked by making notes, and
repeatedly re-visited to work out what each button did in
each state. Building the model was tedious and indeed an
error-prone exercise. The model is very small (compared
to typical interactive system specifications and compared to
the models we will exhibit later in this paper). However,
the finite state machine is informative. As can be seen, the
aimplus interpretation of the “backup” button is inconsistent. Such properties, and many more, are covered in [15],
but we need a better way of obtaining the model than by
doing it manually.
Figure 2 shows a sequence of aimplus screens during a
typical user interaction. User interface defects include in
figure 2b the help displayed does not cover all options, and
in 2f help covers nothing. In figures 2ab the Greek letter µ
is used, contrary to the ISMP guidelines [8] (µg may be mistaken for mg). In figures 2abcde the “/” is used instead of the
correct “per.” Figure 2e is displayed (i.e., showing the pump
is ready to start an infusion) without the device providing
a prior opportunity for the user to prime the line. In figure
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Figure 3: Example of inconsistent transitions for the
“Backup” button from the Abbott ai mplus pump.
Sometimes “Backup” backs up the previous action,
sometimes it doesn’t. The transitions represented
in this diagram were derived manually, and the diagram is at the limits of reliable human generation
— for example, although “Digit 8” does select an
option (the transition shown is correct), I did not
check what “Digit 8” does in other states. Note that
the diagram is clearly incomplete, as it has no exit.

2d the device is showing a trailing zero (“5.0”), which guidelines forbid as it can be misread (here, with “50”) easily.
And so on. Presumably the manufacturer has inadequate
due diligence processes in place to check conformance with
the recommendations, or perhaps program drift during iterative design (or the production of new models) meant that
the delivered product — rather than some prototype that
may have been checked — accidentally broke the rules. It
is certainly impractical to check conformance to such rules
without tool support.

4.1

User interfaces with timing issues

A very different design defect is illustrated by the Apple
Mac system installation. The user inserts CDs to install the
system, and part way through a very lengthy process the
system says “click continue,” but gives no other choices; see
figure 4 for a screen shot taken at this moment. Here we
have a single state with a single exit, which is pointless, as
the only choice the user has is to say when to continue [15].
In this case, the answer is always going to be now rather
than waiting! (In contrast, for a fire extinguisher the user
chooses to perform the only action when there is a fire.) This
problem can be identified automatically from a model, and
thus could be drawn to the attention of designers.
Possibly the pointless state is in the UI because, historically, several floppies were required for installation, and the
original UI would have asked the user to be ready with disc
5, say. What is left now is legacy code that asks the user
if they are ready when there is now nothing to do! User
testing is largely impractical to find this problem: it takes
hours to detect and might be missed as the “Go back” option
superficially appears to be available, so the defect may not
be noticed. Indeed, professional development did miss this
problem. A discovery tool could search the entire UI state

Figure 4: At this late point in installing OSX, “Continue” is the only option the user can choose. The
“Go back” button, although visible, is disabled.

space, and all such latent problems could be addressed: although it would take time, it would not require any human
participant time. Note that as there are negligible costs,
multiple analyses can be run concurrently and thus cover
the state space faster.

5.

WORKED EXAMPLES

The previous examples illustrated commercial systems exhibiting design defects that we argue are eminently amenable
to UI discovery methods. We now provide two fully-worked
examples of similar complexity, thus strengthening our case.

5.1

A handheld calculator

To make this paper more accessible to readers, rather than
use drug delivery interfaces, we first apply UI discovery to
a full emulation of a widely-available calculator, the Casio
HS-8V (see figure 5). Calculators are comparable in UI complexity to typical drug delivery systems, and as calculators
are well known the reader can confirm our results here without understanding any details of drug delivery. Indeed, from
a computational perspective, calculators are more complex:
they handle a wide range of numeric input to a higher precision than necessary for drug dosage (the HS-8V covers 10−7
to 109 to 8 figures).
The code for the calculator simulation, as well as more
analyses than the present paper describes, are available from
the author. The emulation is accurate; its only known problems are in numerical rounding (the simulation performs calculations to arbitrary precision, and rounds them for display,
whereas the HS-8V certainly uses a different algorithm) and
in the implementation of the MU button, which is not defined
well enough by Casio’s instructions for us to understand it.
It is also possible that some functions have delayed or moded
effects that we have not fully understood; for example on
some calculators (but apparently not on the HS-8V), pressing + repeatedly defines a constant.1
Although for this paper this first example relies on a reverse engineering of the HS-8V, this is not a limitation of
1

For example, pressing 4 + + defines 4 as a constant, so a
later 5 + = behaves as if 5+4=.

the approach. We can imagine that Casio had a specification of the HS-8V (or one of its precursors) and then implemented it; instead, we had an actual HS-8V and that
served as our specification. The HS-8V simulation was written in Mathematica in a functional style (i.e., each button
is a state→state function) and the discovery tool written in
the same program, with direct access to the state and to
the button maps. Searching the state space was done using
a breadth-first algorithm. Implementing the discovery tool
was trivial and involved no modifications to the calculator
simulator; however, running the discovery process identified
some bugs in the simulator (which were then fixed). Example bugs found and fixed were that:
• Although pressing 1 + 3 correctly gave 4, entering, for
example, 1.1111111+3 would give the result 2.2222222
— because the 8-digit display was filled with the 1s,
and pressing 3 was blocked from updating the display,
so the + added the unchanged display to itself.
• We had initially misunderstood the HS-8V implementation of decimal points. Initially, pressing decimal
point moved the decimal to the far right of the display, so entering 1 • 2 • 3 would display “12.3” but,
in fact, it displays “1.23” on the HS-8V, as second and
subsequent decimal points are ignored.
Although we detected bugs relative to the HS-8V itself,
one might expect discovery more generally to help detect
defects with respect to conventional specifications.
In their initial state, many numeric entry systems display
“0.” leaving it unclear whether the user has or has not already pressed a decimal point. This creates an ambiguity.
For example, if the user presses 5 when the display shows
“0.”, the number entered may be either “5.” or “0.5” and the
user cannot reliably anticipate which.
For drug dose entry a factor of ten uncertainty, as here,
in the number entered for the same user action creates an
unacceptable risk. Note that the numbers “0.” and “5.” have
syntax errors, and the device should handle them distinctively. In any case, the forms “0.” and “5.” are forbidden
by national regulations for drug dose entry. Ideally, then, a
numeric display would initially show “0”; pressing 5 would
always change it to “5” (unsurprisingly), and pressing •
would change it to “0.X” (perhaps flashing) as at this point
the number entered (“0.”) is in error until another digit is
pressed. In other words, the ambiguity with displaying “0.”
can be avoided.
Figure 6 shows the HS-8V’s internal device model for handling numeric input; the internal model distinguishes two
separate states for the same display of “0.” The specification for the graph was obtained automatically as described
above. In practice, visualization tools will be used to allow
interactive zoom and scroll, and would allow easy inspection
of the entire models.
With complex interactive systems — and the examples illustrated in this paper are on the verge of being too complex
to understand from visualizations alone — the properties of
the models will be checked and explored using tools. In
particular, once a designer or developer has established a
property of concern, it can be checked everywhere with no
further work or even any further visualization.
In the two states, shown in top and top left of figure 6,
the calculator shows “0.” on its display. In the top state the

Figure 5: Accurate HS-8V simulation written in
Mathematica, and used for the generation of models. The screen shows 12., with a decimal point even
though the user has not pressed a decimal point;
the screen will not change if the next key press is
decimal point, though “obviously” the device tracks
whether the decimal point has been pressed since it
influences the interpretation of the next key press.

user has not pressed the decimal point, and there are two
transitions from this state: if the user presses the decimal
point (moving down and to the left), and if the user presses
a digit (moving down and to the right). Note that this is
an abstract model: e.g., d represents any digit, 0–9. To
our knowledge, no UI models of this complexity have been
extracted from fully-working programs before, and certainly
not from programs where no concessions have been made to
the model discovery process.
Figure 7 shows the HS-8V’s user model for numeric input:
device states are treated as equivalent if the user cannot distinguish them. Although we know the calculator has distinct
internal states displaying “0.” the user model treats these as
the same, for the user cannot tell them apart. Initially, the
calculator displays “0.”, the state shown at the top of the diagram. Pressing the decimal point does not change the state
so far as the user can tell, however, but pressing a digit key
does change the state in one of two possible ways. The user
model is therefore non-deterministic: if a user presses a digit
in the top state, the calculator may go left or right, and the
user will not know which.
The two models differ in many other details. Evidently the
user’s model is different from the device model, with the potential problem that users will misunderstand the treatment
of numeric input. Probably no designer noticed this problem. Moreover, the defect that causes the non-determinism
can be corrected now the problem is identified, then UI
model discovery can easily check the defect is indeed corrected in every mode. Exactly the same design defect occurs on many drug delivery systems, where we also know
that decimal point errors cause adverse events.
Infusion pumps, for example, have many modes where
numbers can be entered, and model discovery can test that
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such a using general purpose calculators. General purpose
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to do any calculation, so they are unable to detect and manage errors where a calculation is wrong. For example, a nurse
attempting to calculate a drug dose might fumble and enter
+ instead of × but the calculator, being general purpose
has no way of detecting such a “wrong formula” error. The
calculator introduced in [17] is a fixed-purpose calculator
and therefore avoids this problem as it can only do calculations using the correct formula; it also detects numerous
other user errors, such as entering ill-formed numbers, as discussed above. By way of comparison, IV Rate Calc, MedCalc
and Drug Infusion are commercially available iPhone dose
calculators that all have number entry bugs; Drug Infusion
(v1.1) for example treats 00.5.9 as 0.5 without reporting any
error.
We now show UI model discovery significantly increases
our confidence in such a calculator.
The calculator was written as a web application, that is
using CSS, DHTML and JavaScript, to run on an Apple
iPhone. It is therefore easy to run the calculator in one frame
on a web browser with a UI discovery tool running in another
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object model of the calculator, and can walk it to extract all
possible user actions, modes and so forth. Figure 8 shows a
screen shot of the calculator and the discovery tool running
together: both are running in a standard web browser. The
calculator works exactly as it does on the iPhone, and the
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It is important to note that the UI discovery tool was written knowing the structure of the application, and therefore
discovering properties such as modes was not a computationally hard task. On the other hand the iPhone application
had not been written with discovery in mind; it is just a
conventional application and was not written in any particular style to make formal methods use easier. The document
object model is a very coarse tool for the purposes of model
discovery, and the knowledge needed about the structure of
the iPhone application compensates for its flexibility; had a
programming language such as Java been used, a discovery
tool could have been designed to work with an application
using a specified API, such as Swing, with virtually no reliance on application-specific knowledge, as we needed here.
The table of user actions shows each action together with
a checkbox. An analyst can tick selected actions and state
variables, and then click “Discover model.” The tool then
creates a UI model starting from the current state by only
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On close inspection, the HS-8V models shown in figures 6
and 7 look different, so they must have different properties.
But it is not good enough to rely on visual appearance to
validate properties; if a user interface is part of a safetycritical system, looks are not going to be reliable enough!
The person looking at the visualizations may miss something
important. Certainly if a design is iterated, it might be
necessary to “look” at many visualizations, which could be
too tedious and a recipe for unreliable design, precisely what
we are trying to avoid. Instead, then, the analysis must be
done automatically and must not rely on visualization and
eyeballing pictures.
We now consider the iPhone calculator in more detail.
There are two sorts of potential design error that must be
detected. A drug dose is invalid if it is not well-formed by
ISMP and other regulations. Thus “1.0” fails because it ends
in a 0 (it may be misread as 10). A drug dose is blocked if
it cannot become well-formed except by clearing it (pressing
the C key). Thus “0..” is blocked; whatever the user does
apart from clearing cannot correct the error of having two
decimal points. All blocked numbers must be invalid, but
some invalid numbers are not blocked. Thus “1.0” is invalid
but it is not blocked, as the user entering 5 at this point
should change it to the valid dose “1.05”
Model checking the calculator established:
• All invalid numbers are detected as invalid.
• All blocked numbers are detected as blocked.
• All blocked numbers are detected as invalid.
• No valid numbers are blocked.
• No numbers that are not blocked are blocked.
• No valid numbers are detected as invalid.
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a model generated for number entry; it may be compared
to the models shown in figures 6 and 7, which are simpler
primarily because the HS-8V does no syntax checking.
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Figure 8: Screen shot of the iPhone calculator (left
frame) running concurrently with a UI discovery
tool (right frame).
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Figure 9: Visualization of graph representing number entry for the iPhone calculator. The initial state
is in the center, and transitions shown are for decimal point, zero, and any non-zero digit: i.e., covering all syntactic issues. (The diagram is circular because the calculator limits the number of significant
digits.) States representing invalid doses are drawn
as colored hexagons, to be easier to see. Necessarily,
this visualization is reproduced in this paper at too
small a scale and with no interactive zooming, so it
does little but give an impression of the structure,
scale and complexity of the graph.
Because of the way the model is created, we know that
it is connected. (Note for example that figure 3 shows a
manually-generated network which accidentally fails to be
strongly connected.) Given a model we can also check and
establish generic properties, such as path costs and so on,
as discussed in [15].
Inside the calculator itself, validity is defined by obscure
imperative program code. As is usual for intricate code (e.g.,
many nested if-then-elses), it is both hard to debug and
modify correctly. The model checker instead uses regular
expressions to define valid numbers, and the code to do so is
clear and easily modified if necessary. The regular conditions
used for checking valid doses are shown in figure 10.
Since the regular expressions are JavaScript, they can be
combined with arbitrary code if desired and they thus make
a powerful model checking language. The point is that the
person doing the model checking can choose a notation or
form of expression that they feel is clear and precise in the
language they already know. A programming language like
JavaScript provides considerable freedom to do this, unlike
most specification languages.
When the user taps a digit or decimal point, the number
displayed should be extended by that symbol. For example,
if the current number is “1.2” and the user taps 3 , the number should change to “1.23” Model checking the calculator
further established:
• In the initial state, there is no number.
• In every state, if the user taps a decimal point or any
digit, the number is extended correctly.

Regular expression
/\..*\./
/\..*0$/
/^0$|^0[^\.]/
/^\./
/\.$/
/[^0-9\.]/

Interpretation
must not have more than one
decimal point
if it has a decimal point, it can’t
have a trailing zero
if it has a leading zero, it must
be 0. something
can’t start with a decimal
can’t end with a decimal
only digits and . allowed

Figure 10: Any matching regular expression implies
an invalid number. Different rules are required for
blocked numbers, for example, a number ending in
a decimal point is invalid but is not blocked. These
rules prohibit a dose of zero however it is represented: 0 starts with 0 but has no decimal point,
and 0.0 has a decimal point buts ends in 0.

What “correctly” means here is interesting. The calculator limits numbers to 5 symbols, so a number already of 5
symbols cannot be extended, so any 6-digit number must
be blocked. The model checking established that any decimal or digit extends a 5 symbol number to a blocked state.
Model checking initially found that some 4-symbol numbers
were blocked: we then discovered a property of the calculator we had not expected, namely that a 4-symbol number
ending in a decimal point cannot anyway be extended to a
valid number, so the calculator blocks these numbers as no
digit can be appended after the decimal point. The model
checker was refined to allow this rule, however we noted that
in all other cases a blocked number is detected after the user
has entered it, whereas blocking a number because it is 5
symbols long and ends with a decimal point is detected by
the calculator before the decimal point has been appended,
and the decimal point is in fact not appended. There are
evidently states that break the useful rule “If a number is
blocked, it may be reviewed and then C must be pressed.”
Thus model checking has found a (minor) design defect, an
inconsistency in error handling: users can make errors and
are not required to review or correct them because they are
corrected automatically.
We do not know a priori that the model is complete and
deterministic. Model checking the calculator was therefore
also used to establish:
• In all states where a numeric (digit or decimal) can be
tapped, all of them can be tapped. Note that in some
blocked states, the only allowed user action is to tap
OK , and no numeric can be used.
• In all states there is exactly one state transition for
each possible action, and each action has a transition.
The model checker is designed to start in defined states
(it can save and restore snapshots to repeat model checking
experiments). The model checker has been run separately
to check all of the number entry fields of the calculator. All
of them pass the model checking. Failure of any property
above would be reported to the user of the model checker.
If there are no failures, the model passes; if there are any
detected failures, the model checking fails after reporting at
least one defect.

6.1

Checking arithmetic

The discovery process makes it possible to enter any state,
in particular to enter any set of numbers for a dose calculation. We generated 926 different relations of doses and
checked the calculated rate changed by the correct factor
f = f1 f2 f3 . . . to within 1 in the least significant digit (e.g.,
changing the concentration from grams to milligrams per
mL so f1 = 1, 000, changing the period from day to hour so
f2 = 24, changing the patient weight by a random factor f3 ,
etc).
The initial implementation of the calculator handled weight
incorrectly, and the problem was detected in 6% of the checks.
Conventional usability studies revealed the defect when the
calculator was compared with conventional calculators.

6.2

Improving confidence

As the calculator passes model checking, one’s confidence
in the calculator program grows. The very different styles
of programming (e.g., imperative versus declarative regular
expressions) are independent, so the probability that both
are right by chance is low. However it is possible that one’s
confidence is misplaced, for example both the program and
the model checker might omit a necessary test. To avoid this,
the model checking and the program construction should be
done by different teams of programmers, at least.
A complimentary approach is to introduce (“seed”) random errors into the program being tested, and to see if the
model checker identifies defects. For example, the calculator
program includes the following obscure, uncommented line
of code: if( dec ) digafter++; else dig++; When this
line is commented out, the program fails model checking.

7.

DISCUSSION

User testing requires humans, and appropriate methods to
record and analyze protocols, as well as appropriate ethical
treatment of participants. Although any user testing can be
insightful, thorough testing is slow and expensive. For many
systems, exhaustive UI testing is infeasible because there is
not enough time to try all necessary test cases: user testing
rarely covers a design fully. Systematic testing with human
users is also fraught with human error, not just with the
system being tested, but with the whole process.
Automatic UI discovery raises no ethical issues, it does
not demand human time for testing, and it can be used
repeatedly with no extra cost as a design drifts. Once a
developer has decided that certain issues or properties need
analysis, tests can be repeated with ease on a range of device
models or versions.
Ideally, conventional user evaluation would be combined
with discovery tool analysis, and the two approaches would
mutually inform each other. For example, user evaluation
would identify types of problems, and model discovery would
then be set up to ensure that those problems occur nowhere.
Just as user evaluation creates ideas for iterative design,
so does model checking. We noted above the discovery of
a potential design rule that should have been a design requirement, and which could now be implemented. During
model checking we discovered a few program quirks (such
as poor naming of modes in the program code, and reliance
on side-effects to track which number field was selected);as
these were corrected, the quality of the program improved
further. Just as using the discovery tool helped improve the
calculator, introducing code to automatically run the model

checker helped improve the model checker itself. In general we would expect many improvements — perhaps more
than conventional approaches because the model checking
and original code are so closely related and are easy to codevelop.
The main alternative to model discovery is to use source
code analysis. Additional advantages of source code analysis
are that it is fast, potentially more complete, and can obtain
an abstract model directly [5]. Its problems were discussed
above; source code analysis is only be reliable if an appropriate UI language is used, and to do so would impose a
constraint the discovery approach avoids: the imposition of
a particular programming regime on developers. But future
work will bring these methods closer.
Currently the discovery tool is a research method, but
has shown its value in analyzing a range of systems and
simulated systems. The next step would be to refine it with
a production system.

8.

CONCLUSIONS

Interactive systems have transformed life, yet the details
of programming them to interact reliably have not gained
much attention: interaction is hard to visualize and hard
to understand. User interfaces are complex, and interaction
defects are hard to find. Indeed, the prevalent culture is to
ignore defects because one is always looking forward to the
next upgrade or latest device that promises to fix all problems! In the safety-critical domain, this attitude, whatever
its full reasons, is unacceptable. Prior to the ideas discussed
in this paper there was very little to help designers and developers explore and discover any such problems, and certainly
no effective way to reliably discover all UI design problems of
a particular class. Even best practice in software engineering
requires a huge manual effort to develop “correct” programs,
and the initially correct programs drift as they are iterated
to improve their UI. Automatic model discovery methods
are therefore essential design aids, and could help radically
improve the quality of interactive systems. Discovery tools
allow designers and developers to retain their current processes and programming methodologies, but add a powerful
form of analysis that is essential in safety-critical areas and
beneficial in all other areas.
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